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Dear Readers,

When we set out choosing our theme of Revolutions for the semester, I don’t think anyone on Generasian staff real-
ized how apropos that would be not only for the content of the magazine, but for the club as a whole. As Editor-at-Large, 
it has been my joy to help the writers challenge their ideas and writing skills as we explored issues important to our com-
munity. The magazine’s fresh new look is also a result of our own desire to reclaim and recreate the old into the new. 

As college students, we at Generasian are observers and agents of change. Whether that is a po-
litical, cultural, intellectual, or personal revolution, we invite you to take a look at some of the issues span-
ning our Asian American community, and perhaps prompt a few revolutions of your own in turn.

Yours,
Jamie Sung, Editor-at-Large

letters editorsfrom 
the

Wow, what a year! Though we’re only a quarter way through 2017, it seems we’ve already been through a 
whirlwind of change. We’ve all been shook by the appointment of the 45th president to the horrifying treat-
ment towards Dr. Dao on the United flight... But, we refuse to be disheartened by current events and strive 
to focus on building Generasian to be a platform for discussion, education and change. “Revolutions” signi-
fies our attempt to encourage change, to dig deep and engage in topics that make us uncomfortable.  

I came into Generasian as a freshman having an interest in K-pop and Asian food. Little did I know, there is 
so much more to write and talk about than music videos and bubble tea. From being a member of the major-
ity back home to being the minority in NYC, it was uncomfortable to say the least. Yet, it was the unsettling feel-
ing that led me to learn the most. For the past 3 years, Generasian has been a source of community and inspira-
tion for me. I’m so lucky to know such an intelligent, driven, creative and passionate group of people who truly care 
for their Asian American brothers and sisters. It’s truly amazing to see how we’ve grown exponentially, our vision 
has broadened and our hope has been strengthened. What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger!!! (Thanks Kelly~) 

To anyone who’s reading this, I hope you can resonate with these stories or have them spark some-
thing in you that you didn’t know existed. Our voice is our strongest weapon, so use whatever chan-
nel you love, whether its writing, blogging, drawing, filming, and make yourself heard!

Alison Cheng, Editor-in-Cheif
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to Choi Soon-sil so they could gain 
the government’s favor. Unsurpris-
ingly, some of that money has been 
used for Choi’s personal expenses. 
Choi Soon-sil gave out more than 
simple “advice” over the president’s 
administration; she was allowed 
to communicate with the staff, be 
involved with political appointments, 
receive presidential briefings, edit 
Park’s policy speeches, and even 
decide the president’s wardrobe. 
Choi had been manipulating Presi-

dent Park like a mere puppet doll. 
So how did Choi gain this mas-

sive power over Park? President 

P RO T ES T
by jihoon yang

ee, who is currently serv-
ing his mandatory South Korea 
military service in the police force, 
remembers the day the presidential 
impeachment was announced. As 
part of the best police corps in the 
country, his unit was expected out 
on the constitutional courts that 
day, right in the front lines. Expect-
ing protests to hit hard at 11 AM 
right after the decision, Lee’s unit 
moved out on the police buses at 
6 AM. These buses were long and 
white, easily carrying a couple tens 
of soldiers within. Each bus had a 
long horizontal blue line across it 
with yellow borders and the words 
“POLICE” in white, in both Korean 
and English. The logo of the police 
can be seen right next to the door. 

President Park Geun-Hye, the 
first female president of an East 
Asian country. What a breakthrough 
she was supposed to symbolize in 
not only Korean politics but also 
gender equality. But instead, four 
years in and after a few scandals, 
her approval rating has dropped to 
4% and she is currently suspended 
from her duties as president. What 
a breakthrough it has been. 

Lee, who has asked to be anony-
mous as Korean military personnel 
are not allowed to express politi-
cal opinions, was stationed right in 
front of a junction in front of the 
constitutional court with his unit. 

In front of them would be the pro-
Park protesters, yet the unit was 
stationed so that they could get to 
anti-Park protesters in case she 
didn’t get impeached. Either way, 
one group of protesters was going 
to be very upset in a few hours. 

And indeed that day at 11 AM, 
South Korean President Park Geun-
Hye was impeached from office due 
to a huge political scandal involv-
ing Choi Soon-sil, daughter of the 
founder of the Church of Eternal 
Life, a cult with 20,000 shamans. 
Choi had been giving political advice 
to President Park on how to run 
the country while also using her 
relationship with the president to 
force companies into donating a vast 
sum of $70 million into her own two 
nonprofit organizations. These large 
conglomerates were paying bribes 

l

Choi had been 
manipulating 
President Park like a 
mere puppet doll

SOUTH 
KOREA.

.

A PEACEFUL MODE OF

http://www.cnbc.com/2016/11/27/hundred-of-thousands-gather-in-south-korea-for-fifth-week-of-

protests-against-president-park.html
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Park is the daughter of former 
President Park Chung-hee. Her 
campaign was focused on crack-
ing down on the chaebol, which are 
South Korean conglomerates that 
reign over the economy and politics 
such as LG, Samsung, and Hyundai. 
After a successful campaign, she 
was elected into office in 2012. Choi, 
on the other hand, is the daughter 
of Choi Tae-min, the founder of the 
Church of Eternal Life. Choi Tae-min 
had convinced her that he could 
channel the dead spirit of her moth-
er, who was assassinated by a bullet 
that was meant for Park Chung-
hee’s husband, the former president. 

Choi Tae-min is the typical cult 
leader: someone who has amassed 
a following through his unorthodox 
teachings, which are often un-
verifiable claims. For example, Choi 
Tae-min claimed to his cult that 

he could heal people. When Park’s 
mother was killed in 1974, Park was 
23 years old and grieving over her 
mother’s tragic death. Choi Tae-min 
reached out to her through letters, 
claiming that he could see 
her mother through his 
dreams and thus allow the 
young Park to communicate 
with her mother. This led 
Park to be introduced to 
Choi’s daughter, Soon-sil, 
in the 1970s. Then, when 
Park’s father, who was both 
President and military dic-
tator, was assassinated in 1979, Park 
became completely dependent on 
the Choi family. Meanwhile, the Choi 
family had been using Park’s name 
to create slush funds. The rest is 
history, with several media sources 
claiming the Choi’s having had a 
Rasputin-like influence over Park. 

Despite all of this controversy and 
mayhem, protests against President 
Park have been relatively peaceful. 
Protests have formed in the political 
center of Seoul over several con-

secutive weekends, even amassing 
to over 2 million protestors. People 
of all ages, from children to students 
to grandparents, have gathered 
with candlelights to voice their dis-
sent. Instead of relying on violence, 
the protests have had traditional 
entertainment performances for the 

Park, Madison. “South Korean Protesters Demand President Park’s Resignation.” CNN. Cable News Network, 27 Nov. 2016. Web. 31 Mar. 2017.

http://www.cnn.com/2017/03/10/asia/south-korea-president-park-geun-hye-impeachment/

Despite all of this 
controversy and 
mayhem, protests 
against President 
Park have been 
relatively peaceful.
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protestors. Protesters have even 
been reported picking up trash 
and litter in the gathering areas. 
Several foreign media organiza-
tions have praised the protests for 
its role model behavior. Of course, 
with so many people it is inevitable 
that some violence does occur. 
When pro-Park protesters found 
out that President Park was to be 
impeached, they were outraged. 
The protests started to get violent 
and 3 protesters died that day. 

“It was the first time in my short 
and inexperienced life when I felt 
like I could die at any moment if I 
tried doing anything stupid,” said 
Lee. “It’s the only riot I’ve been 
to where things got hectic and 
violent to the extent that there 
were civilian deaths, and by far 
the most violent I’ve seen within 
my months of service. I didn’t see 
anyone get hurt with my own two 
eyes, but when it was over it was 
basically a huge mess. All of these 
police buses that were nice and 

Templin, Jacob. “South Korea’s Massive, Non-violent Protests Are Something to Behold.”Quartz. Quartz, 01 Dec. 2016. Web. 31 Mar. 2017.

Williams, Jennifer. “The Bizarre Political Scandal That Just Brought down South Korea’s President.” Vox. Vox, 30 Nov. 2016. Web. 31 Mar. 2017.

http://www.cnn.com/2016/11/26/asia/south-korea-mass-protests/

Korea as a largely homogenous 
nation does not have to deal with 
systemic racism the way the United 
States does, these protests offer 
a mirror to the ongoing protests 
in the U.S. as those of peace, not 
violence. They serve as a hope-
ful reminder that even in peaceful 
assembly, you are being heard. 

well in the morning were all bat-
tered and basically unuseable.” 

Women in particular have been 
upset by President Park’s actions. 
As Korean society is still patriarchy 
based, many women had hoped to 
look up to the female President as 
a leading figure for gender equal-
ity. However, with such a huge 
blowback, women are stating that 
this incident has given men a huge 
reason to deny gender equality. 
Unfortunately, President Park’s 
failure of a presidency might mean 
it will take some time before another 
female can be elected as president. 

The peaceful protests in South 
Korea are a notable milestone for 
the democratic nation. Although 

Even in peaceful 
assembly, you 
are being heard.

Jihoon Yang is a freshman studying MCC at 
Steinhardt. He LOVES movies, superheroes, 
and watching anime. Basically being a geek. 
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by Ryan Li

NEW FACE, 
SAME SOUL

ou’ve seen her somewhere 
before.  She has a soft, round 

face, with large, expressive eyes.  
Her bodily proportions are ridicu-
lous and her hair seems to have 
its own physics engine.  She’s 
dressed in something revealing; 
a school uniform maybe, with 
a skirt much shorter than an 
actual school would ever allow.

She’s...well, everywhere re-
ally.  This is the face of anime in 
the modern era.  In past decade 
or so, the landscape of anime 
has changed dramatically, and in 
a variety of ways.  Yet the most 
obvious shift is how the char-
acters look, and how they are 
presented.  A stereotypical anime 
character today is almost incom-
parable to the same thing in the 
late 90’s, or even the early 2000’s.  
Even disregarding aesthetics, 
the characterization and “pur-
pose” of these characters have 
been completely transformed.

Anime which center around the 
lives and activities of cute, vaguely 
sexualized girls have become the 
norm in the past decade or so, 
outnumbering nearly every other 
genre of anime imaginable.  Such 
shows are broadly referred to as 
moe anime, although the term moe 
on its own is inherently difficult 
to define.  However, moe anime 
may be thought of shows which 
present the endearment of char-
acters who have been designed 
to cater to a specific set of inter-

ests.  A cute high school girl being 
innocent and positive about her 
life may be considered moe, for 
example.  Of course, others may 
disagree entirely.  Moe is a defini-
tion which depends entirely on the 
observer, preferences, and context. 

The only universal fact about 
moe is its own universality.  Most 
standard comedy anime such as 
Yuru Yuri have heavily incorpo-
rated moe influences into their 
gag routines, and even dark gritty 
stories like Owari no Seraph pres-
ent their characters in a moe-like 
art style. In response, many anime 
fans have condemned the new-
found popularity of moe shows, 
primarily because such shows 
are sometimes viewed as lacking 
substance.  These fans feel that 

Y

anime has become primarily about 
marketing superficial attraction.

This has led to an ongoing 

discourse about the current state 
of the medium, on whether it is 
heading in the “right” direction.  
With marketability and shallow ap-
peal being such a major factor in 
anime creation today, could it even 
be said that we are still enjoying 
the same medium?  There are cer-
tainly instances where the pacing 
of a show is interrupted by the 
insertion of some unnecessary fan 
service, as well as cases where the 
use of such pandering does not fit 
the show’s tone at all or shifts it 
too drastically.  Though moe may 
often help a show establish itself, it 
also possesses the capacity to hin-
der a narrative or even destroy it.

With marketability and 
shallow appeal being such 

a major factor in anime 
creation today, could it 

even be said that we are 
still enjoying the same 

medium?
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The end result is that 
anime has admittedly 

become more difficult to 
defend on the surface.

A certain stigma certainly ex-
ists around anime as a whole in 
both Eastern and Western popular 
culture, a fact which stems from 
its inherent ability to be strange or 
wacky, and particularly its habit of 
sexualizing its characters.  Yet it is 
important to note here that anime 
has always been sexualized, in the 
same way any medium is; Love 
Hina, Elfen Lied, and School Days 
serve as some dated but prominent 
examples.  It is only recently that 
this objectification has become a 
core selling point in certain shows.

The propagation of moe shows 
is generally believed to have be-
gun with 2009’s K-On!, animated 
by industry juggernaut Kyoto 
Animation.  Though not the first 
of its kind, it was the first to gain 
massive popularity, proving that 
the marketing of cuteness was a 
viable formula for keeping studios 
afloat.  A whole slew of copycat 
shows began popping up in K-On’s 
wake, coinciding with the rise in 
popularity of ecchi shows, which 
package not only cuteness but 
blatant sexualization as its pri-
mary appeal (i.e the To Love-ru 
franchise).  Ecchi shows, which 
can classify as but are not always 
as explicit as softcore porn, pair 
well with the mode of presentation 
in moe shows and have benefited 
from their rise in popularity.

The end result is that anime 
has admittedly become more 
difficult to defend on the sur-
face.  When the face of anime 
is a grinning blond ninja from 

Naruto, there is less stigma than 
a girl who is given larger breasts 
because her promotional art will 
be more visually appealing.

Yet this does not necessarily 
mean anime has lost its way.   
Puella Magi Madoka Magica, which 
aired in 2011 by courtesy of studio 
SHAFT, serves as a prime example 
of a studio utilizing cuteness in 
the service of its 
storytelling instead 
of vice versa.  The 
characters were 
intentionally designed 
to appear innocent to 
fool audiences into 
assuming the show’s 
genre, when in real-
ity Madoka Magica 
would reveal itself to 
be a dark and violent 
presentation.  Today 
it stands as one of 
the most success-
ful anime franchises 
of all time, all while 
wearing the soft-
drawn face so many 
anime fans condemn.  
Madoka Magica opens 
as a typical magi-
cal girl anime, yet it 
is soon found that 
being a magical girl 
in this universe 

entails endless suffering, lead-
ing to a disillusionment with the 
concept, as well as a deconstruc-
tion of the genre as a whole.  

A more recent offering, 2016’s 
Re:Zero by studio White Fox, 
shows further instance of a co-
inciding between pandering and 
substance.  It tells the story of a 
young man with no direction in 

Pictured: K-On! An early example of the moe era of anime

Pictured: Puella Magi Madoka Magica, a moe magical girl anime
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his life who is transported to a 
fantasy world, where he chooses 
to start his life anew.  The show 
was massively popular, all while 
including elves, maids, cat ladies, 
and a million other things that 
would make your mother wring 
her hands in concern for your 
well being out of that stigma 
which still surrounds anime.  It 
isn’t as if anime studios have com-
pletely forgotten how to be edgy 
or “serious” either; 2011’s Fate/
Zero (not related to Re:Zero) is a 
dark and mature offering from 
Ufotable, and shows like Attack on 
Titan, One Punch Man, and Para-
syte largely lack the sexualization 
we have mentioned previously.

Anime does not “suck” now, nor 
is it completely different or de-
generated beneath the pressures 
of a globalized market and chang-
ing industry landscapes (although 
these are certainly important fac-
tors).  Anime studios have simply 
found it necessary to change their 
style of presentation in order to 
survive in changing times.  Even 
the moe age is nearing its prime; 
if anything, we are approaching a 
“post-moe” era where studios are 
looking to expand past the basic 

tenets of “cute girls 
doing cute things” 
because it has been 
so thoroughly over-
done.  The popular 
comedy Konosuba 
is a show purpose-
fully set in a highly 
stereotypical fantasy 
world, so that it can 
pander off of well known tropes 
commonly found in the genre.  
More recent (though not as well 
known) shows such as Haifuri, Flip 
Flappers and Interviews with Mon-
ster Girls have found themselves 
needing to combine a myriad of 
additional elements (everything 
from battleships, to interdimen-
sional time travel, to demihu-
mans) because the simple moe 
template does not cut it anymore.

Anime is still a diverse and in-
credible medium, made even more 
so by the space that is now shared 
between moe and everything that 
came before it.  There are so many 
wonderful shows which have aired 
after 2009’s K-On, such as Angel 
Beats, The Pet Girl of Sakurasou, 
SNAFU, Spice and Wolf, Anohana, 
Hanasaku Iroha, Your Lie in April, 
Haikyuu, New Game...I could go on.  

Fans who despise this new form of 
presentation must learn to swal-
low it, or at least accept that their 
preferred genre is no longer the 
most popular; and given time, moe 
will fall into the same state.  The 
ethos of anime has not changed 
a bit; she just wears a new face.

Anime is still a diverse and 
incredible medium, made even 

more so by the space that is 
now shared between moe and 
everything that came before it. 

Ryan is a freshman studying 
Finance with an interest in Media 
and Technology.  He spends 
exorbitant amounts of time 
arguing with people on Tumblr.

Pictured: moe 

has taken on 

darker themes 

as well
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by Shashank Rao

n an informal study restricted to 
NYU students, I sought to observe 

trends regarding language retention 
among Asian American students at 
NYU. I conducted the survey through a 
Google Form that I shared through my 
social media. Language retention is 
an important topic in Asian American 
studies because the passing down of 
tradition and language is an oft-dis-
cussed topic in the community. How 
Asian Americans evaluate authenticity, 
truth, and the veracity of experience 
often have traditions and language as 
primary criteria. Before I discuss my 
findings further, it will be helpful to 
define some of the terms of my study.

Firstly: what is language reten-

tion? Language retention refers to 
process by which a language con-
tinues to be spoken by a community, 
family, or other group. Basically: do 
Asian Americans continue to speak 
their mother tongues? Second is: who 
is Asian American? This is obviously 
a contentiously defined term, but 
for the purposes of my study, I have 
defined it as those of Asian descent 
who grew up in an environment that 
heavily exposed them to American 
as well as Asian culture, which may 
includes but is not limited to growing 
up Asian in the US, or being raised 

by an Asian American parent abroad.
Yuet-Wah Cheung, in a paper on 

Chinese communities in Canada, 
remarks that “ethnic identification 
is a multidimensional phenomenon 
consisting of not only the subjec-
tive dimension of self definition but 
objective behavioral indicators such as 
ethnic endogamy, ethnic language use, 
participation in ethnic organizations, 
and ethnic socialization” (Cheung 35). 
Cheung duly notes the difficulty of 

conducting studies like those on lan-
guage retention due to a high degree 
of ambiguity in terminology for self-
identification, and varying intensity 
thereof. It is impossible to definitively 
say whether language is the sole cause 
of any kind of identification, due to 
the presence of so many other factors. 
That said, I do believe that language is 
a strong influence on ethnic identity.

Going into this study, I assumed 
that, by and large, Asian Americans 

How Asian Americans 
evaluate authenticity, truth, 
and the veracity of experience 
often have traditions and 
language as primary criteria

i

INVESTIGATING

Cheung, Yuet-Wah. “Effects of Parents on Ethnic Language Retention by Children: The Case of Chinese in Urban Canada.” Sociological 
 Focus, vol. 14, no. 1, 1981, pp. 33–48.

LANGUAGE 
RETENTION
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at NYU do not place high priority on 
language retention. Asian American 
share many common experiences, 
including an interaction with their 
mother tongues. Many of us grew 
up in homes where more than one 
language was spoken, or participated 
in extracurricular activities involving 
the use of that language. However, 
due to lack of effort, parental par-
ticipation, or any other number of 
other things, I often observed a lack 
of enthusiasm for language retention 
among my peers. Other factors that 
influence studies like these include 
varying levels of financial feasibility 
for language education, relative con-
centrations of linguistic populations, 
and preferences regarding language.

Chinese school, balvihar (es-

sentially Hindu Sunday school), and 
other cultural extracurriculars were 
things that I’d heard about growing 
up about, and in their given com-
munities, seemed to have varying 
effects regarding language retention. 
Among most of my Chinese-speaking 
friends, I could make a reasonable 
assumption that they could all speak 
if not also read and write in Chi-
nese. This was not the case with my 
friends who attended balvihar, who 
had varying levels of proficiency in 
whatever Indian language they spoke. 

The point of all this is that our 
experiences with (and proficiencies 
in) our mother tongues shape our 
feelings toward them, and conse-
quently affect whether we choose to 
keep speaking it or pass it down to 

our children. In this study, I wanted to 
see how NYU Asian American students 
feel about their mother tongues, and 
to my surprise, I found a variety of 
responses, including evidence that 
proved my hypothesis incorrect.

Out of 73 responses, the vast major-
ity of respondents said that they could 
speak their mother tongue (79.5%), 
which might indicate greater attach-
ment to it. It’s also worth noting that 
my study’s respondents largely identi-
fied as East Asian, which may skew 
the results a bit. Having greater access 
to language education may exagger-
ate a trend towards retention. I also 
asked respondents about what their 
primary source of their language was, 
and 87.9% said it came from parents. 
Many Asian families do keep consis-
tent contact with grandparents for 
the sake of younger children, whether 
it be simply family bonding, cultural 
retention, or practice with the mother 
tongue. All of these factors were con-
sidered in building my questionnaire. 

Cheung also suggests that bilingual 
parents, who know the dominant lan-
guage around them, are less likely to 
pass down their language to their chil-
dren. A paper by Patricia Robinson on 
Canadian Indian communities suggests 
the same, and also notes other factors 
that come into play. Robinson remarks 
that, “Considering first the context in 
which language use occurs, govern-
ment policy is important since its 
actions may be either sympathetic or 
hostile to nonofficial language reten-
tion” (Robinson 517). American society 
has prided itself on being a melting 
pot, but that can often translate to 
a lack of tolerance for difference, 
including of language. People speak-
ing Arabic, Spanish, and Mandarin 
Chinese in public have been attacked 
or accosted, indicating a social hostil-
ity to speakers of foreign languages.

Asian Americans are overwhelm-
ingly bilingual, but the data I gath-
ered does not suggest of lack of 
priority placed on language reten-
tion. When asked to rate on a scale 
from 1 to 10  how important it was 
that their communities speak their 
language regularly (particularly 

with respect to children), the ma-
jority of students responded with 
a rating of 6 or above (82.2%).

While this didn’t differ significantly 
between those who could and couldn’t 
speak their mother tongues, students 
who did not speak their language 
were less likely to place high priority 
on its retention. However, it’s worth 
noting that 93.3% of students who said 
they could not speak their language 
also said that they wish they did. 
Had they actually been able to do so, 
would the data for students who could 
speak remained the same overall? 

There’s a variety of interesting 
information in the data collected. Even 
though my hypothesis was proven 
largely incorrect, I’m still left with a lot 
more questions than answers. Grant-
ed, the sample size was rather small, 
but there are factors of language re-
tention that I did neglect. What actually 
counts as knowing the language? Does 
literacy have any bearing on retention 
if there isn’t even a written language 
in the first place? These kinds of ques-
tions are useful for continuing study 
on this topic, and it will be interest-
ing if people do take up this subject 
and explore it in the United States.

Robinson, Patricia. “Language Retention Among Canadian Indians: A Simultaneous Equations Model 
with Dichotomous Endogenous Variables.” 
 American Sociological Review, vol. 50, no. 4, 1985, pp. 515–529.

American society has prided 
itself on being a melting pot, 
but that can often translate 
to a lack of tolerance for 
difference, including of 
language.

Out of 73 responses, the vast 
majority of respondents said 
that they could speak their 
mother tongue (79.5%)

Shashank is a sophomore in Global Liberal 
Studies, concentrating in Politics, Rights, 
and Development, with minors in Social 
and Public Policy and in Chinese. He’s self-
professed language enthusiast, an aspiring 
diplomat, and avid lover of Boba Guys
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ith the close of the 2017 Oscar 
awards in February, we can 

say that Barry Jenkins’ highly ac-
claimed Moonlight has won more 
than just cinematographic respect-
ability–it has won crucial visibility 
for the gay black experience in 
America. The film, which won 
Best Picture and Best Adapted 
Screenplay, follows the course of 
Chiron, a gay black boy raised in 
Miami, and is itself an adaptation 
of In Moonlight Black Boys Look 
Blue, a play by African American 
playwright Tarell Alvin McCraney. 
Moonlight has brought issues of 
toxic masculinity and homophobia 
into the public sphere, and has 
posited intimacy and tenderness 
as a possibility–and, moreover, a 
reality–between two black men, 
a topic notoriously untouched in 
mainstream depictions. Yet, aside 
from public queer black repre-
sentation, there is a deeper value 
we can glean from the making of 
Moonlight itself: its references to 
and synergy with another film-
maker of color, Wong Kar-wai. 

Wong Kar-wai is a Hong Kong 
filmmaker whose most famous 
works were created in the 1990s. 

His work–centering around the 
intimacies and estranged ro-
mances of isolated characters 
within urban Hong Kong–has 
distinct stylistic themes and nar-
rative methods that have surely 
influenced directors today. Jenkins 
himself has claimed, in a Criterion 
interview, to be enamored of two 
scenes in particular: one in Chun-
gking Express and the other in In 
the Mood for Love, both highlight-
ing lovers sharing personal space 
yet expressing a sense of distance.1 
A recent side-by-side compara-
tive by Alessio Marinacci throws 
into relief the parallels between 
Moonlight and its Hong Kongese 
predecessor: commonalities not 
only in rich 
saturated at-
mospheres or 
musical scores, 
but common 
surface in 
subject mat-
ter.2 Both Jen-
kins and Wong 
deal with 
issues of male 
homosexuality 
and cycles of 

W

img: Happy Together, directed by Wong Kar-Wai

abusive relationships–both con-
tained in Wong’s Happy Together–
and themes of estrangement and 
intimacy–certainly in In the Mood 
for Love and Chungking Express. 

I feel so strongly about these 
two filmmakers because, while 
their works share so much, they 
produce and offer so much more 
in tandem; they build off each 
others’ experiences, create a 
cross-generational and cross-
cultural dialogue without render-
ing the other redundant. Wong’s 
work pinpoints a distinct sense 
of limbo or unbelonging, and an 
ambivalence with the times; the 
Sino-British handover, effectively 
delegating Hong Kong to China 

img: Moonlight, dir. Barry Jenkins
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in 1984, left Hong Kongers stuck 
with a split-identity: were they to 
identify with their recent British 
linkages? or were they to stay true 
to their motherland? This ambiva-
lence is translated in the sense 
of alienation with each of Wong 
Kar-wai’s characters in a busy 
congested world: lonely nighttime 
strolls through loud rainy mar-
ketplaces and passing awkwardly 
by familiar faces of neighbors 
within In the Mood for Love, for 
instance, speak to this sense of 
disparity and uncertainty.3 We 
can say Jenkins draws upon a 
range of vastly different experi-
ences: having grown up in Miami 
himself in a less-than-affluent 
household with a mother suffer-
ing from drug addiction, he (and 
gay African American playwright 
McCraney, too) makes his film 
wholly his own with personal 
inflection. Images of a black man 
cooking for a black man, kissing 
another black man, a black man 
crying, publicly intimating emo-
tions and gracefully forgiving 
those who wronged him–these 
are images that fill voids within 
the imagination of the media.4 
Moonlight is a film revolving 
around the vulnerability of the Af-
rican American male, and a beau-
tiful intimate thing shared between 
two male bodies. While the vehicle 
might be similar–raw, heartfelt 
testimonials and visually-striking 
compositions–and the paths might 
seem quite parallel, the destina-
tions are certainly not the same.

Jenkins’ work is a show of soli-
darity in a wider social context; by 
deliberately paying homage to his 
filmic predecessor and fellow art-
ist-of-color, he progresses his nar-
rative while maintaining visibility 
for oft underrepresented artists of 
color. Solidarity and symbiosis is 

valuable between directors cer-
tainly–but we cannot understate 
the value of a certain breed of 
solidarity between the work and 
the audience. Especially consid-
ering the current state of the 
film industry (with threats to the 
National Endowment of the Arts 
and a general sense of philistinism 
palpable in the air), it would be re-
miss to just enjoy our movies and 
leave them as they are.5 Going out 

of our way to support artists of 
color, herald their work as crucial 
narratives, and engage with the 
histories and realities they map 
out becomes an imperative when 
we realize that, without action, 
the media–and, moreover, America 
in general, as it historically has 
and will continue to do–will cast 
its eyes away from our struggles 
in the absence of our outcries. 

And while art can trigger mass 
dialogues and make valorous at-
tempts at shifting status-quos and 
unsettling social identities, art can 
be impressionable on a personal 
basis too. Sometimes art comes 
into your life at the right mo-
ment–as if designed for that exact 
vignette of your life, as if speaking 

directly to you–and shifts your 
perspective fundamentally. Jen-
kins has claimed to been touched 
by Wong Kar-wai’s work–and his 
work has verily affected oth-
ers too. Jenkins cited what was 
for him an eye-opening experi-
ence. While on set, encountering 
children who would come and 
gawk curiously at his film equip-
ment and point at him and “tell 

each other ‘He grew up here!’,” 
Jenkins confided that “maybe if 
I had seen somebody walking 
around a movie set like this in my 
neighborhood when I was a kid, 
I would have gotten to filmmak-
ing a lot sooner.”6 I can attest that, 
just as with those Miami children 
awestruck by Jenkins, a certain 
artist has touched me too. In late 
February–at about the same time 
as Jenkins meteoric rise to fame 
at the Oscars–I learned that one 
of my Chinese favorite photogra-
phers, Ren Hang, has committed 
suicide at the young age of thirty. 
The news came as a huge blow 
to me personally; I had a lot of 
emotional investment in his works. 

I first came across Ren Hang’s 

img: Ren Huang’s intimate photography
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photographs online around high 
school, and what initially came 
across as the erotic work of 
shallow provocateur became, 
upon closer inspection, authentic 
recordings of friends and family. 
Ren composes shots of his East 
Asian friends, most of which are 

nude, often entwined in geo-
metric postures and with live ani-
mals or inanimate props; Ren pro-
duced a set of shots of his nearly 
naked mother posing with a dead 
pig, for instance. While Ren Hang’s 
works might’ve been produced 
in a separate context in China, 
dealing with issues of censorship 
(he’s been arrested multiple times 
by the Chinese government) and 
unabashed nudity in the face of 
conservatism, the work managed 
to resonate with me directly, at 
that incidental point of my life.7 
Seeing naked men with men and 
women with women–individuals 
not hypersexualized but caught 
in embraces in the moment–made 
me feel less self-conscious about 
my own body as an Asian Ameri-
can. I can’t stress how consoling it 
was to see Asian men and women 

naked and vulnerable, with nei-
ther stigmas of sexual promiscuity 
nor prudish emasculation, in the 
real and in the eyes of one of us. 
As a teenager in my early years of 
high school, feeling torn in a body 
whose sexuality in America was 
either caricatured by others or 

hushed down within the Chinese 
community, seeing people like me 
uninhibited and seemingly above 
these projections was nothing 
short of relieving. I felt markedly 
more comfort-
able inhabiting 
my own body 
just by sheer 
representation. 

It’s exactly 
this breed of 
work–address-
ing mass issues 
while appealing 
to the personal, 
while treading 
on heretofore unexplored terri-
tory–that makes artworks ever so 
crucial, informing us of another’s 
history, action, and feeling while 
engaging with our own. Art does 

not exist in a vacuum, and is not a 
one-way message or a static thing 
by any means. It is meant to be 
evocative, dynamic, and resonant 
to the point of action: inspiring 
conversation, intruding upon our 
daily lives, and forcing us to take 
action. Art makes the impersonal 
suddenly personal and heartfelt 
to us; it makes the previously 
unimaginable possible. Jenkins 
understands this well and, bank-
ing upon his peers in McCraney 
and Wong, has sourced his experi-
ences in the frameworks of his 
co-artists, lending his own story 
in an echo chamber ringing with 
voices. Storytelling through art is 
a means of affirmation, lending 
voice to those who have not been 
spoken for, and is meant to be a 
mutual performance for both par-
ties involved–if we stop short of 
speaking and engaging, we allow 
the stories of our brothers and 
sisters of color to be forgotten. 
You don’t have to be a voice for 
the voiceless–just pass the mic on.

Daniel Tan is a freshman at Gallatin. Talk 

to him about dogspotting and thrifting. 
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Art makes the 
impersonal suddenly 

personal and 
heartfelt to us; it 

makes the previously 
unimaginable 

possible.
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#LOVEYOURSELF by Alison Cheng (February 14, 2017)

SPOTLIGHT

Happy Valentine’s Day!!!! The day to buy extremely over-priced flowers and 
chocolates, have your feed filled with heart-melting or cheesy af posts, and see an 
overload of pink and red in any given store. Don’t forget, we have the simultane-
ously occurring Single Awareness Day- which I’m not a fan of because it has the most 
depressing and degrading connotations ever. What’s wrong with being single??? 
Why should we have to feel bad about ourselves when we see others’ happiness?

Thankfully SK-II picked up on this ridiculous socially constructed requirement 
and decided to say something about it in a short film advert. The president Markus 
Strobel told BBC that the advert was created as part of “a global campaign to in-
spire and empower women to shape their destiny” and the company was adopting 
“a positive approach in helping women face pressures”. They introduce a few single 
Chinese women at different stages of their lives, and they share about the social pres-
sures they face about being single. Some say they’ve been called “too picky and stub-
born”, some are still looking for “true love” rather than a “match”, and one even 
says that “not getting married is the biggest sign of disrespect (to my parents).”

When I first heard the phrase “leftover” bve attributed to single women in China, 
I was offended to say the least. Who wants to be associated with a skeletal fish hang-
ing out of a garbage bag?! The term “剩女” literally translates to “leftover girl”, 
which is how Chinese society views 25+ year old women who are still single. The 
term implies that single ladies are unwanted or not good enough to be loved and 
chosen as a wife. “People think that in Chinese society, an unmarried woman is in-
complete” because the traditional role and purpose of Chinese women were to get 
married, pump out babies and take care of her in laws’ and her own household. 

Is the K-Pop Industry Becoming Too 
Westernized? By Grace Cheng

“Is Your Name Ruky…Racky…Ricky?” 
by Rachel Wang

Slamming Truths with Alex Luu 
by Jenny Zheng 

READ MORE
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Dear Dad…  by Kerry Luo   (April 18th, 2017)

The Tang: Does Authenticity in 
Chinese Food Matter?

When Sharing Articles Isn’t 
Enough by Jenny Zheng

CONTRIBUTORS

FEATURED VIDEOS

MORE FROM GENERASIAN:

Dear Dad,
I will never know what it’s like to look down at a bowl of porridge and 

wish it was filled with rice instead of your own reflection, will never know 
aunts who were sold away as unwanted daughters, will never know self 
defense against your own father at the age of ten. I will never know what the 
Cultural Revolution is like, will never know being stripped from your family in 
adolescence and sent to the countryside to farm, will never know immigration. 

I want your stories plastered all over your white coat and shown to patients 
who say they don’t want to see “foreign doctors,” to white coworkers who didn’t 
have to spend every waking moment of their med school careers listening 
to lecture recordings over and over again, trying to understand the English 
language. I want your stories plastered all over the Trump tower walls along 
with the stories of other immigrants. I want them to flood every corner of every 
atrium and penthouse until the family living there drowns in sauces their 
bodies cannot digest, flavors completely foreign to them. As colonial masters, 
they have distorted these flavors and taken them in as their own. But I would 
serve your story as it is - an authentic dish to burn their throats with and take 
their breaths away so they know how sweat and perseverance actually tastes. 

But Dad... I wonder why you don’t agree with me. I wonder why your 
hardships roll off your tongue with much more ease in Chinese, yet you prefer 
to speak English to me. I wonder why assimilation to bland whiteness is a 
standard more golden than your tough skin. Maybe you see yourself as a gold 
standard. But I don’t know what is so golden about voting red in this election. 

Alison Cheng
Junior, Early Childhood and 
Special Education 

Grace Cheng
Sophomore, MCC

Kerry Luo
Sophomore, Applied Psych 

Wenxuan Ni
Sophomore, Global Liberal 
Studies

Yimei Shao
Junior, Education Studies 

Rachel Wang
Sophomore, Computer Science 
and Economics

Jenny Zheng
Freshman, Liberal Studies 

In March 2017, Ronnie Cho quit his comfortable 
and prestigious job as the MTV Public Affair VP and 
made the surprising decision to run for New York City 
Council. With a warm smile, Ronnie brought his en-
ergy and passion to NYU as Generasian sat down to 
chat with him about Asian representation in politics.

1. What inspired you to be a politician? 
I was not deliberate in deciding to be a politician. My 

path to public service is tied to my culture. I come from 
a culture where families, neighbors and communities 
look after each other. The cultural values I had got me 
into government and politics. I also had what it took to 
be in public office. But a lot of times we as minorities, 
Asians, just weren’t invited into the process. So join-
ing the cycle of politics unlocked a whole lot for me.

2. What does your immigration experience mean to 
you, both on a personal level and a professional level?

CURRENT EVENTS  MUSIC   NEWS   STORIES  TRAVEL   VIDEOS SUBSCRIBE*

READ MORE

READ MORE
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by Faith Choi

DAMSELS

eum Jan Di, a poor high school 
girl, sits in the middle of a hostile 

crowd of her fellow peers, who throw 
flour, egg, and water in her direc-
tion, laughing and calling her names. 
It’s a heartbreaking scene, and my 
eleven-year-old-self sits on the edge 
of the couch, eyes unable to leave 
the TV. Where is he? Where is Koo 
Jun Pyo? He needs to save her!

Sure enough, the girl’s knight-
in-shining-armor appears, dressed 
perfectly in his ironed school uni-
form, permed hair perfectly in place, 
standing tall among everyone else. 
He effortlessly pushes past the vi-
cious students and leans down to 
shield Jan-Di from the attacks. 

“I’m sorry. I’m so sorry.” He 
states somberly, before swiftly pick-
ing her up and carrying her out.

A girlish scream leaves my lips. My 
hands clutch my chest, falling back 

onto the couch as my legs begin to kick 
the air with glee. This was the fairy 
tale scenario I loved to see get played 
out. The adolescent girl in me thought 
it was romantic and dashing when the 
boy bravely, relentlessly pursued the 
girl and always rescued her in times 
of need. That’s how it should be done, 
I thought. But where was my Prince 
Charming? When will I be rescued?

While this plot line continues to 
play out today, something revolution-
ary has taken place in the realm of 
Korean dramas (k-dramas) – the 
establishment of a woman who is 
able to take care of herself, who 
fights back, who isn’t afraid to make 
the first move. Female – and some 
male – scriptwriters are begin-
ning to explore the unmarked ter-
ritory of women in k-dramas who 
are fierce and independent. 

In the simplest definition, k-dramas 

are essentially the Korean take on 
soap operas. There’s plenty of black-
mailing, long lost twins, amnesia, 
tragic car accidents that leave char-
acters in comas – you name it, there’s 
a k-drama out there that’s got it.

Despite the stereotypes, the level of 
influence k-dramas have are one of 
the many reasons why it is so impor-
tant and meaningful for the portrayal 
of female characters to be rebranded 
in a new, feminist way. The handful 
of dramas per year that break view-
ing records noticeably show up and 
bleed into the inspiration behind the 
season’s trendiest hairstyles, cloth-
ing, comedy skits, lingo, and more. It 
is important to note, however, of a 
subtle, significant change simultane-
ously taking place. It is something 
more than just a trend, something that 
will take last for more than just a sea-
son: the shifting of gender roles and 

g
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overall treatment of women by society. 
While a good portion of the world 

is beginning to move towards the 
idea of equality and a pro-feminism 
society, Korea has found itself a little 
late to the movement. It’s not entirely 
Korea’s fault, though – the Confucian 
nature of her culture has affected the 
way the people think. Placed at the 
bottom of the hierarchy, women have 
lived lives where they were constantly 
told to obey some male figure of their 
lives, whether it be their fathers, their 
husbands, or their grown-up sons. 
Males were allowed to have multiple 
wives and concubines, but females 
were strictly limited to their husbands 
and family members. Inequalities like 
these, as well as the implicit rules and 
discrimination that only grew with the 
passing centuries, has deeply rooted 
itself into the Korean society, and 
thus, the Korean drama-sphere. The 
stereotypes established by Confu-
cian thinking has made it almost too 
easy – natural, even – for female 
characters in Korean dramas to be 
portrayed as one dimensional, usually 
with the “damsel-in-distress” trope. 

But that is not to say that Korea is 
completely backwards. While we Ko-
reans may still have a long way to go, 
the hbeginning of our feminist move-
ment is evident with new portrayals of 
female characters in Korean dramas. 
The sure-fire way to help this move-
ment is by going against the stereotyp-
ical traits, like economically instability, 
naïvety, and exaggerated femininity.

The female characters of Korean 
dramas like Descendants of the Sun 
(2016), and Weightlifting Fairy Kim Bok 
Joo (2016) have gracefully, tastefully, 
and effectively broken the aforemen-
tioned traits. Instead of being shunned 
or having its ratings be negatively 
impacted, both dramas went onto 
win many awards later in the year. 
(Possible spoiler alerts to follow!)

Descendants of the Sun drew an 

unprecedented amount of domestic 
and international interest with its 
debut. While much of the focus was 
on the drama’s male lead, Captain 
Yoo Shi Jin (played by Song Joong Ki), 
the charismatic soldier, the female 
protagonist, Doctor Kang Mo Yeon 
(played by Song Hye Kyo), also drew 
a great amount of intrigue because 
of the uniqueness and multi-dimen-
sionality of her character. Mo Yeon, 
who graduated at the top of her 
class, is a talented surgeon who now 
works at at one of the top hospitals 
in Korea. She is bold, honest, and 
doesn’t feel the need to keep her 
personal opinions to herself for the 
sake of being “polite like a lady” – all 
traits that are rare to find in most 
female characters of k-dramas.

The drama follows relationship of 
Captain Yoo Shi Jin and Doctor Kang 
Mo Yeon, as their fates continue to 
intertwine. Although both believe that 
their passions and lines of work make 
them incompatible to one another 
(one saves lives while the other kills), 

the drama’s underlying lesson is the 
all-too-familiar “love overcomes any-
thing.” The rare use of role reversal 
was also one of the most surprising 
elements in this particular drama and 
its duo. Just because she is a female 
doesn’t make Mo Yeon any weaker 
than Shi Jin. Regardless of gender, 
both are portrayed as strong, trust-
worthy leaders. In fact, when crisis 
strikes, Mo Yeon is often more level 
headed and the first to take action. 

Most notable was the scene where 
the CEO of the hospital Mo Yeon 
worked at invites her over for dinner. 
It turns out to be anything but, and 

the CEO tries to approach Mo Yeon, 
trying to threaten her with her job if 
she failed to do as he said. But, quite 
unexpectedly, she slaps him,  boldly 
rebuking him for the inappropriate 
actions without even being scared that 
she might lose her job. Even though 
he sends her off to a third world 
country for voluntary work as a form 
of “punishment” for the rejection, Mo 
Yeon remains unapologetic until the 
end, instead planning to leave the 
hospital when she gets back from her 
service to start her own hospital.

When it came to love, it was re-
freshing to see that rather than the 
female waiting for the male to make 
all the moves, it was sometimes the 
opposite. Mo Yeon wasn’t afraid to be 
bold about expressing her feelings or 
calling Shi Jin out when he does some-
thing wrong. Even though the two 
do break up at some point, Mo Yeon 
breaks the stereotype by showing the 
reasonable balance: she continues to 
thrive at work and in her daily life, 
while often letting herself think about 
him, working through and processing 
her feelings. She is capable of making 
her own decisions consciously without 
letting the male impact her decision. 
There was no sign of the familiar 
“I’m-nothing-without-my-boyfriend” 
phase, and that was pleasantly sur-
prising and very refreshing to see. 

The stereotypical image of a girl 
in the Korean society goes a little 
something like this: she is petite, thin, 
with long, straight hair, weak and 
soft spoken. The drama Weightlift-
ing Fairy Kim Bok Joo was a drama 
released this year that attempted to 
break this specific stereotype. Weight-
lifting is based on the true story of a 
famous female Olympic weightlifter, 
gold medalist Jang Mi Ran. Initially, the 
drama had netizens (Internet users) 
feeling disapproval. The actress they 
cast to play Kim Bok Joo (Lee Sung 
Kyung) was a famous model—far 

Regardless of 
gender, both are 
portrayed as strong, 
trustworthy leaders.
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from what weightlifters tend to look 
like, including Jang Mi Ran. Netizens 
were disappointed that the produc-
ers had failed to cast someone who, 
although possibly “bigger,” would still 
be staying true to the story line and 
the kind of pressures that Jang no 
doubt faced during her time training. 
There would also be the added bonus 
of casting a female who wasn’t the 
usual beautiful, idealized Korean girl 

that has become so common to see. 
Despite the controversy and the 

distaste, Weightlifting tried its best to 
tell the story of a girl who didn’t meet 
the typical expectations people have 
towards females. We see Bok Joo as 
well as other girls of the weightlifting 
team being bullied daily by the “skin-
nier,” “more feminine” members of the 
ribbon dance team, or being called too 
“manly” by men while eating to their 
heart’s’ content at a K-BBQ restau-
rant. Bok Joo and her teammates are 
the exact opposites of characters like 
Jan Di. They don’t sit and wait for 
a knight-in-shining-armor to come 
and fight for them – they get up and 
confront the situation, not afraid to 

fight for themselves, even if it may 
mean that it gets messy and physical. 
They are their own defenders and 
protectors, their own Koo Jun Pyos. 

Another admirable thing we see 
with the girls is that they never get 
discouraged by these daily taunts. 
They constantly fight back and chal-
lenge the norm, recognizing that, 
while weightlifting might not be what 
society thinks is the most feminine 
sport, they are talented in it, they are 
passionate about it, and they have 
what it takes to make it to the Olym-
pics. So why should the things the 
ribbon dancers say have to matter?

The scriptwriters, producers, 
directors, actresses and actors who 
decide to take part in unconventional 
shows like these are risking criticism 
by the general public or bad rat-

ings, but ultimately, risks like these 
are the ones that defy the standards. 
It’s heart-warming to know that the 
netizens, a very important part of 
the ratings, reputations and lega-
cies of k-dramas, have been greeting 
these “uncommon” dramas with open 
arms, calling their independent female 
characters “inspiring,” “refreshing,” 
or “interesting,” rather than “annoy-
ing” or “bitchy.” Kang Mo Yeon and 
Kim Bok Joo are the leading ladies 
of today’s Korean society, the new 
wave of women who will pose as role 
models to the young girls watching, 
sources of positive influences unlike 
those of the past like Geum Jan Di. 

Girls today and in the future will 
watch their favorite dramas and 
realize that it can be attractive and 
more than okay for a girl to be smart, 
bold, and independent. They don’t 
need to stand in the middle of a vi-
cious circle, scared, wondering when 
their own Koo Jun Pyo will show up 
to pick them up and carry them out. 

Sometimes it has to be you, 
standing on your own two feet, 
pushing past the crowd and be-
ing your own saving grace.

Faith is a freshman majoring 
in Global Liberal Studies with a 
concentration in Contemporary 
Culture and Creative Production.

They don’t sit and wait 
for a knight-in-shining-
armor to come and fight 
for them.
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Kim Bok Joo (center) and her friends

The iconic scene of Jan Di being bullied at her school
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by Alexandra Fong

In the pilot of ABC sitcom Fresh Off 
the Boat, there is a scene in which 
11-year old Eddie Huang pulls out a 
Tupperware container with thick, 
brown noodles in it. As he opens it, 
the white students he sat with, who 
were initially friendly towards him, 
recoil abruptly and voice their disgust: 
“Eugh, what is that? Gross!” And when 
Eddie tells them, “It’s Chinese food, 
my mom made it,” Brock replies, “Get 
it out of here, oh my god! Ying Ming’s 
eating worms!” and begins laugh-
ing at Eddie with his friends. Eddie 
gets up and leaves, looking back at 
them with a wounded expression, and 
searches for somewhere else to sit. 
That scene was elementary-school-
me’s worst nightmare playing out 

on the small screen, and it brought 
up striking realizations about long-
forgotten memories. Eddie’s lunch 
in that episode is one of my favorite 
Chinese dishes, and I would often 
bring it to school. Having grown up in 
a relatively diverse town in California, 
this wasn’t out of the ordinary; my 
other Asian American friends would 
do the same thing, and no student 
of any other race found it –– both 
the practice and the noodles –– to be 
weird or abnormal. Even so, going into 
middle school, I became uncomfortable 
bringing my Chinese dinner leftovers 
for lunch; despite my mom’s confu-
sion at the sudden change, I brought 
a ham sandwich instead, packed in 
a brown paper bag, like all the white 

kids at school and on TV. At the time, 
it just seemed like the normal, right 
thing to do. Seeing the emphatic reac-
tion those noodles elicited in Fresh Off 
the Boat, however, made me realize 
that it was not the right thing to do; 
rather, it was the white thing to do.
 The sudden realization 
brought up a swell of memories from 
elementary school that presented 
themselves in a dusty mental photo 
album. As I relived small moments 
in which I tried to present myself 
not as a Chinese student, but just a 
student; not as a Chinese friend, but 
just a friend, I was struck with the 
notion that my countless attempts to 
assimilate were actually erasures of 
my cultural identity. I felt ashamed 
of my heritage and the associations 
that accompanied it, and I gave that 
shame a home –– in my head, in my 
body –– where it nestled comfortably 
beside insecurity and self-doubt.
Elementary school was chock-full 
of attempts to distance myself from 
my culture. There was this one kid 
who made fun of me for anything: 
how I ran, how I messed up during 
ultimate frisbee, how I was a “chink.” 
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I understand the broader 
scope of that shame and the 
weight of using that word, 
‘chink,’ against people who 
look like me. It’s a form of 
violence against my own 
identity. 

Once, we were doing the mile-run in 
gym class: I was still on my seventh 
lap and he was chilling to the side, 
having already finished –– he was 
the fastest kid in our class. When I 
ran passed him, beet-red and gasp-
ing for breath, he asked, “Why do you 
swing your arms like that? Why do 
you turn your head? How can you see 
while you run?” And he widened his 
eyes with his fingers. I was mortified, 
so I stopped swinging my arms like 
that. I stopped turning my head. But I 
couldn’t do anything about my eyes. 
How did I see while I ran? Just like 
he saw when he ran. I was confused, 
and angry, and hurt –– some of his 
friends were Korean and Chinese, and 
I would think to myself, “Why doesn’t 
he call them chinks? They are too!” 
And that became my method of retali-
ation, to call them chinks back. I tried 
to be nonchalant and own the term, 
but I felt weird every time I said it. 
Looking back, I can identify that weird 
feeling: it was shame. I understand 
the broader scope of that shame and 
the weight of using that word, “chink,” 
against people who look like me. It’s a 
form of violence against my own iden-

tity –– I externalized the shame I felt 
for who I was, who I came from, and 
forced it upon other people who may 
not have felt that shame as strongly 
or, even worse, felt it more deeply.
As I got older, I ignored my insecuri-
ties and shame towards being Chinese 
because I had bigger things to worry 
about. I understood that my classmate 
was a racist bully and refused to let 
myself actively fuel the shame I felt for 
something that I couldn’t change and, 
moreover, something that I should take 
pride in. Once I started high school, I 
really didn’t have any time to concern 
myself with insecurities about my 
cultural identity (especially because 
I’m privileged enough that my race 
does not put a target on my back). 
High school brought forth completely 
new stresses that loomed larger than 
my heritage: I left my local public 
school for a predominantly white, 
private, college preparatory, Catholic 
high school where I knew no one.
My high school offered Spanish, 
French, and Mandarin, and while I 
knew that Mandarin would be practi-
cal both at home and in the ‘real’ 
world (re: jobs), I was drawn to French 
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because I thought it was a beautiful 
language and I wanted to continue 
an unestablished family tradition –– 
both my mom and sister took French 
in high school. Despite my parents’ 
suggestion that Mandarin would be 
more useful, they let me take French 
anyway because in the end, it was 
about which language interested me 
more. Though I grew up speaking a 
different dialect, choosing French over 
Mandarin augmented the deteriora-
tion of my grasp of Cantonese.
Cantonese was my first language, 
but learning English wasn’t difficult 
because I watched American TV pro-
grams and talked to my sister and par-
ents in English. Given that my grand-
parents, who didn’t speak any English, 
lived with us, I excelled in speaking 
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both Cantonese and English because 
communicating at home required both 
languages. But as I grew older and 
became more immersed in Ameri-
can culture, I began to lose my home 
language. My grandparents expressed 
an interest in learning little English 
words and phrases  from my sister 
and me, and we saw no demand to 
speak a lot of Cantonese at home since 
they wanted to learn more English.
The decline of my Cantonese was so 
gradual that I didn’t really notice it 
until one day, my mind blanked on the 
word for fork. And the next day, I re-
membered it, but then I blanked on the 

word for bathroom. And then I forgot 
the word for describe, and even after 
constant reminders from my mom, I 
still forget it. I no longer know how to 
write my name in Chinese, which was 
really the only thing I could write in 
Chinese as a kid; I have to refer to a 
scrap of paper I have taped to my desk. 
Now that I’m aware of how quickly I’m 
losing an important link to my family 
and my culture, I’ve put in a greater 
effort to learn and remember. My 
grandma and I send each other voice 
messages over WhatsApp in Canton-
ese; I write cards for my grandparents 
in Mandarin by using Google Trans-
late (even though it has its faults).
While I was gradually losing what 
I now ironically consider to be an 
inherent part of my identity, I was 
also gaining a renewed interest in 
and dedication to my culture and 
its relationship with contemporary 
American society. After my freshman 
year of high school, I started becom-
ing more interested in social justice, 
and my blossoming obsession with all 
things pop culture fostered a passion 
for representation of minorities in the 
media, particularly in the entertain-

ment industry. Interestingly enough, 
that passion spearheaded a height-
ened sense of pride in my cultural 
identity. I was no longer trying so 
hard to assimilate to what I thought 
was ‘normal,’ because I realized that 
common ideology aligns ‘normal’ with 
‘white.’ I made an active effort to stop 
erasing who I was and markers of my 
heritage and began to question why 
Asians were being erased from the 
pop culture narrative (among other 
things), which is where I am now.
Uproar about the gaping Asian 
American absence in Hollywood –– 
Aziz Ansari’s Master of None, Scar-
lett Johnasson in Ghost in the Shell, 
#OscarsSoWhite, #StarringJohnCho –– 
came at a time when I needed it most. 
It was serendipitous: I was hesitant in 
leaving behind my shame to take up 
interest and pride in this huge part 
of who I am, and the anger towards 
the entertainment industry for eras-
ing or belittling the Asian American 
experience and narrative inspired 
my pride. I AM HERE, the collective 
anger of Asian American celebrities 
and Internet-dwellers screamed; I AM 
HERE, I echoed back, my voice gain-
ing more confidence as I was filled 
with my own rage. I am here, I exist, 
and yet I am poorly represented, if 
at all. So when Buzzfeed, a huge and 
popular media company that had been 
my obsession for pretty much all of 
high school, published media that was 
created by and for Asian Americans, 
many of them involving commentary 
on this absence of Asian Americans 
in pop culture and entertainment, I 
was so happy I could have cried.
And cry I did when I watched their 
YouTube video, “Asian-Americans Re-
create Iconic Magazine Covers” while 
I was tucked comfortably in my bed at 
nine on a Friday night. I didn’t even 
expect to react so viscerally; I saw the 
title of the video, was interested in the 
content, and just watched it. Within 
minutes, I was crying big, fat, Studio 

Common ideology aligns 
‘normal’ with ‘white.’
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Ghibli tears. It wasn’t just seeing Asian 
Americans as people rather than 
punchlines in the video content of an 
incredibly popular American media 
company –– Buzzfeed had already 
done that with many videos prior. It 
was seeing Asian Americans in every 
role of media creation: styling, photog-
raphy, writing, producing, filming, edit-
ing. It was seeing 21 Asian Americans 
looking unbelievably glamorous and 
beautiful and sexy. It was seeing Asian 
Americans look Hollywood, a place that 
has historically never seen or por-
trayed Asians positively on the rare 
occasion that they chose to do so; even 
today, Hollywood still has that issue. 
It was seeing the people beyond the 
photograph: full and complete human 
beings with flaws and obstacles that 
they could openly talk about because 
they were in an environment where 
their stories were valid and important. 
Towards the end of the video, some of 
them mentioned how seeing a photo 
like this when they were kids would 
have showed them early on how 
Asian Americans could be glamorous 
and play important roles in popular 
American media. But the photo and 
video are out now –– on the Internet 
forever, impossible to erase completely, 
seen by the next generations of Asian 
Americans in media. There those 21 
Asian Americans are, high-ranking 
editors and storytellers and produc-
ers and more, at one of the biggest 
media companies in the world. And 
here I am, an Asian American girl try-
ing to walk the trail blazed by people 
like Margaret Cho, Ming-Na Wen, John 
Cho, Julie Chen, Constance Wu, Aziz 
Ansari, Dev Patel, Ashly Perez, Eugene 
Lee Yang, Safiya Nygaard, Steven Lim, 
and countless other Asian Americans 
in media and entertainment who 
fought for their places at the table. 
I just hope they saved me a seat.

Alex is a freshman studying Media, Culture 
and Communication. She watches too much 
TV for her own good, is on an impossible 
mission to pet every corgi in New York, and 
misses California terribly.
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The Growth 
of Guiyang:
A Secondary 
City in China

Shot in Guiyang, a second-
ary city in Southwestern Chi-
na and also my hometown, 
these photographs illustrate 
how the abandoned factories 
are left in the corner of the 
city and witness the city’s 
growth.

Angela Zhou, 
Class of 2019, College of 
Nursing.
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by michelle zhang

ore than a year to go until 
the polls open and Jeb Bush opens his 
mouth. It’s August 24th and Bush, in 
a determined attempt to connect with 
the Hispanic voters that his party’s 
frontrunner has ostracized, decides to 
target Asians instead. Anchor babies, 
he gestures wildly, a derogatory term 
meant to de-legitimize children born 
in America from undocumented immi-
grants. His entire speech is one long 
buzzword, a monologue of how his 
previous usage of anchor babies was 
politically correct and there’s no rea-
son for everyone to be offended be-
cause “frankly, it’s more Asian people” 
that are anchor babies, not Hispanics. 
Bush wasn’t winning when he said 
this. The support he needed for the 

primaries and caucuses were siphon-
ing off to Carson, Trump, and Cruz. I 
say this because Bush really couldn’t 
afford to ostracize voter groups, 
especially a group that had seven 
and a half million eligible voters, and 
yet he did. A seasoned politician with 
two presidents in the family casually 
throws an entire demographic under 
the bus to deter liberal fury about his 
perceived attack on Hispanics. And it 
works. 11,300 results when you search 
the words: jeb, bush, asian, anchor, 
babies. 199,000 when you search jeb, 
bush, mexican, anchor, babies. The 
general left is furious for both margin-
alized groups, but the media cover-
age of the issue Bush so graciously 
clarified is significantly less in volume. 

Anchor babies is not the only term 
used to paint a broad stroke in repre-

senting Asian-Americans. We’re also 
seen as the model minority, a term 
coined by a white man, to signify mi-
nority mobility and America’s progress 
in racial equality. This model minority 
myth that has been prevalent in the 
broad characterization of Asian-Amer-
icans is particularly evident in how 
politicians treat the Asian-American 
voter base. A reactionary post-Civil 
Rights Movement term, model minority 
was used by White America to single 
out Asian-Americans as a paragon 
for other minorities to follow. This 
ambiguous representation of all Asian-
Americans as the “ideal” - strong work 
ethics, high income earners, and the 
perception of an obedient and quiet 
nature - only serves to heighten a 
divide between politicians and the 
Asian-American voter base. Because 

m
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Asian-Americans have (on paper) the 
highest incomes out of any racial de-
mographic in the United States, they’re 
perceived as doing well enough that 
their communities don’t experience 
problems that politicians need to ad-
dress, like racial discrimination, which 
was a top issue for Asian-Americans 
in the 2016 election, according to the 
National Asian American Survey.

But Bush is not an outlier. Maha-
jan says in the New Yorker that “one 
finds among some Asian-Americans 
a reluctance to call out racist acts, 
in part because of their supposed 
privilege in comparison with other 
minority groups.” Politicians across 
the political spectrum do much less 
in terms of voter outreach towards 
Asian-Americans than they do for any 
other racial demographic. The flawed 
reasoning is that there’s no reason 
for them to appeal to our voter base 
because our vote is smaller compared 
to other minorities - so none of the 
issues that matter to our community 
get discussed. This type of political 
disengagement is a slippery cycle. 
When politicians throw out offensive 
generalized statements and decline 
to engage in voter outreach, is it any 
surprise that the Asian-American 
population in America will have the 
lowest turnout rate if there isn’t an 
ally in the candidates presented? This 
low voter turnout will only heighten 
established beliefs that the Asian vote 
doesn’t matter and then the divide 

only grows stronger between politi-
cians and Asian-Americans. That’s 
when the game becomes one of cost-
benefit analysis. Because the Asian 

vote of 3% seems so insignificant to 
the 10% Hispanic vote of the entire 
constituent base, scapegoating Asians 
almost doesn’t matter to politicians. 
The political narrative that resounds 
through election season is that Asian-
American issues don’t matter enough 
in the political sphere, which trans-
lates to a disengaged voter base. 

The political detachment pres-
ent towards Asian communities now 
can’t be present if we are to survive 
under this regime - and yes, I think 
it’s safe to call the Trump Administra-
tion a regime. Asian immigration and 
naturalization is at an all-time high 
in current years. The Pew Research 
Center estimates that Asian-Americans 
will be the largest immigrant group 
in forty years and in 2014, 59% of over 
12 million Asians became naturalized 
citizens. Combined with these and 
the fact that the Asian population is 
growing exponentially in battleground 
states like North Carolina and the 
midwestern states of Wisconsin and 
Illinois, political engagement amongst 
Asian-Americans is becoming a real 
issue that could determine elections. 

In 2016, half of all eligible Asian voters 
were not contacted by any political 
organization and out of the half that 
were contacted, 84% of those ques-
tions were in English. This lack of 
voter outreach by politicians because 
they perceive the Asian vote as in-
significant only plays into the model 
minority myth that all Asians are too 
well-off to have real issues and too 
complacent to campaign for their can-

didate. The model minority myth has 
only contributed to our lack of political 
presence. It has done nothing but help 
elect someone who will never be an 
ally in destroying problems that face 
the Asian-American community today. 

Michelle is a freshman studying 
Economics and Political Science. She 
places too much faith in personality tests. 

That’s when the game 
becomes one of cost-
benefit analysis.
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myth has only 
contributed to our lack 
of political presence.
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ut of all the clubs I’ve joined, attended 
meetings at and tried to start, Generasian is ulti-
mately the one that stuck.  It was never because 
Generasian was an incredibly well-run club - it 
wasn’t. It also definitely wasn’t because the people 
in the club were inviting and welcoming - they 
weren’t. But what Generasian did always have 
and have in abundance was potential and in po-
tential was hope - for a better future, for a stron-
ger community, and a ultimately for a better me. 

Sometimes all you need to have is just pa-
tience and faith because in that faith is the 
promise of a different reality - one in which 
you have an active role in creating. If I wasn’t 
going to find the community I needed at NYU, 
I was going to build it - not only for my-
self, but for others like me in the future. 

While not every year remains directly con-
nected to the last, we all continue to contribute 
and tend to our little garden. We feed our plants 
the necessary sunshine by shining a light on the 
work of our colleagues and peers. We nurture our 
community with the soil of our collective fervor 
for visibility and social justice and we continue to 
prune and maintain a physical space so that stu-
dents and creators of all backgrounds can contin-
ue to express themselves and have a voice. This is 
what Generasian has been, is, and will always be. 

So I dedicate these two pages in the magazine 
to the late nights hovering over Premiere Pro, to 
the early mornings at shoots across the city, and 
to the people who believed in me when all I had 
was a vision. This one’s for all of you and for us. 

And although my time here at NYU was 
short and our time together shorter, it’s been 
one hell of a ride and there’s not one per-
son on this team that I’ll forget. I’m proud 
of all the work you’ve guys done this year 
and I’m ready to return one day to a big-
ger, better, and brighter media department. 

Love,
Jeff | Media Director

GENERASIAN 
MEDIA
o
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by allen peng

 jittery, muted atmosphere pressed itself onto the 
normally raucous morning Mandarin class, the walls and 
desks reducing my classmates’ rapid-fire discussions to 
whispers.

“Did you guys read Jon’s e-mail to the school admins? 
It was crazy,” said Alex, one of my friends. “We Chinese 
students need to look out for each other! Look at Edwin. 
The administration—the whole school knows what hap-
pened, and they still haven’t done anything—“ I tried to 
cut him off.

“There are procedures to facilitate the investigation 
and protect all parties involved. And I don’t like what 
happened either, but lashing out like Jon did, and calling 
the admins—“ Alex had stood up and loomed over me. 
Everyone in class stared at me.

“Calling the admins for what they actually are! I ap-
preciated your Facebook post about peace and recon-
ciliation, but that’s not all there is,” said Alex, his voice 
trembling. “How else can we express our frustrations to 
the administration?! It’s been three wee—“

The door swung open with a rush of wind, snatching 
our attention to the front of the classroom as the profes-
sor walked in, accompanying his booming “Good morn-
ing!” with a smack to the whiteboard.  

“Now class, today we will be…”
Soon the whiteboard’s dirty scribbles and smudges 

blurred as my eyes unfocused. The uneven stuttering of 
Alex’s nails on his desk played in the background. 

Lately, Alex had become more distant. He stopped hanging out 
at the student center in-between and after classes and was fervent-
ly bringing up the injustice surrounding Edwin’s death every day. I 
had been meaning to ask him what was going on, but after Edwin’s 
suicide, Alex became more cynical, more accusing.  

The professor’s speech briefly cut into my thoughts, “Now re-
garding last week’s unfortunate…”

 “...dunking Edwin into URINALS and TRASH CANS. They FOL-
LOWED him after classes. We TOLD YOU. YOU don’t care. EDWIN 
DIDN’T KILL HIMSELF. THEY DID. YOU--”

Alex’s tirade had been echoing in my mind for days. I couldn’t 
escape the echoes, which etched the school administrators’ indig-

nant faces deeper into my memory.
I replayed the crowd’s mixed reactions from the community 

meeting.  
“Yes!” “That’s right!” “Shame!” “You monster!”
My blood began to rush, my heart beating faster, my breaths 

shorter.
Why can’t I calm myself down? I need some air--  
“NO, YOU DON’T.” Alex’s voice boomed through the classroom, 

causing me to jump out of my chair. I looked up.

a 

THIS IS MINE.
Note to the reader: I started thinking about Asian Americans and their relationships to rioting while brainstorming for my un-

dergraduate thesis. Asian Americans usually don’t riot, and historically have been the victims of riots. And going beyond the vio-

lent connotations of a riot, there is also the exploration of Asian Americans expressing anger. A doctorate thesis I found titled 

“Suspended Subjects: The Politics of Anger in Asian American Literature” made the argument that the model minority myth 

confines Asian Americans emotionally because “to be categorized as a model minority also means to be taught how to act and 

feel as the model minority.” Are Asian Americans allowed to be angry on a more macro-level, for the lack of a better term?

 

I also agree with Soya Jung of ChangeLab, a grassroots social justice political organization, who talks about how “black rage occu-

pies an important and intimate place” within her as an Asian American. She addresses how her own rage as a Korean needs to be 

defended, protected, and expressed, as well as the “invisibility of Asian death” and the lack of Asian American identity outside the 

specifications of the model minority. What happens to anger that is continuously suppressed within someone? And let’s not forget the 

associations that come to mind with riots and the black community, as well as the history of cooperation and conflict between the 

black and Asian communities. I hope you keep all those things in mind when you begin to read this fictional piece. Thank you. - Allen

I couldn’t escape the echoes, 
which etched the school admin-
istrators’ indignant faces deeper 
into my memory.
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shoulder. She handed me a flyer.
Black Power Supports Yellow Peril. Huh, sounds famil-

iar…Wait! “Hey Maria! Do you know what’s going on?”
She furrowed her eyebrows at me. “This was all over 

Facebook last night…”
My eyes widened slightly in realization before I quickly 

put on a poker face and squeezed my muscles still.
“...where have you been?!”
I avoided her eyes and stared at her, my vision slightly 

unfocused.
“Pay attention! Listen to the chants! THIS IS THEIR ANGER. 

WHERE IS YOURS?”
I tried to maintain my composure, but my shoulders 

strained and my legs began to quiver.
“ALLEN! Hell-OH!”
My eyes snapped and she locked onto them.
“Allen are you listening to me? Whatever. I know you’re 

really busy, but please come out to the meeting tomorrow 
night. It would mean a lot.” She held me within her eyes for 
an extra second.

I stared at her back as she disappeared into the crowd. 
And then I nearly collapsed, gasping for breath.

The chants had become clearer as I strained my ears.  
Arms went up, and people grabbed my arms and lifted them 
up as well. I began to chant, twisting my neck to get a better 
idea of what was going on.

Then I saw Jon.
Isn’t he supposed to be suspended?
I stared a second too long. Jon’s gaze burned, his emo-

tions cutting straight through me, just as they had carved the 
angry crevices lining his face.

Why can’t I look away?
I tore my arms free and stumbled back, falling to the 

ground.
Jon jumped onto a table and began shouting through his 

own megaphone.
“WE WILL BRING THE ADMINISTRATORS TO JUSTICE. FIND 

THEM!”
People began to disperse outwards, and for the first time 

I saw the masses of campus and local police converging onto 
the crowd. A group of men were headed straight for Jon, 
while blurs of flailing limbs whirred and polished handcuffs 
sat still with their captives under the morning sun.

Administrators fled from their offices as glass shattered 
and trash cans were smashed.

This is crazy, I’m out! I pushed through several people 
and began to run, trying to find a way to escape while evad-
ing the police presence.

No what? Why does the professor look so stunned?
“You don’t know how we feel.”
Alex took his hardcover textbook and hurled it through a 

window, shattering glass ringing through the room. My class-
mates ran out the door while I looked back and forth.

The intermittent staccato of smashing windows and bottles 
outside began and quickly picked up in pace. Scattered shouts 
and sliding sneakers. What is going on?        

Alex grabbed my arm and dragged me outside into the quad 
area where hundreds of students were milling about. Flags, ban-
ners, and posters nearly blotted out the sky above me as Alex 

shoved his way into the middle. I labored for each breath sur-
rounded by strangers. I was draped in tarps and linens, drown-
ing within crashing waves of sound contained by the concrete 
pillars and plaster walls.  

Sunlight splattered onto the crowd as Alex stepped onto a 
table. The signs were pulled back as he raised his megaphone.

“WE ARE HERE TODAY…to show the administration…”
I need to get out.
“…or WHOEVER IS RESPONSIBLE…for the NECESSARY LEGAL 

PROCEEDINGS CONCERNING EDWIN’S DEATH…”
How do I get out? I swiveled my head back and forth.
“…that we are NO LONGER TOLERATING THEIR INACTIVITY...”
I tried to push my way through the crowd. I need to get out 

I need to get out I need--
“We are ANGRY and we WILL BE HEARD. WE WILL BE AC-

KNOWLEDGED.” A sudden roar of approval shook the tension out 
through my lungs and throat. I was screaming for far different 
reasons, or so I thought.

Anti-administration chants began to pop up sporadically 
around the large crowd. The chants grew louder and louder, the 
walls amplifying them and riling up the crowd even more.

But I could just barely make out the chants. I might as well 
have been deaf. Shouting ourselves into oblivion.

“RIOT! THIS IS--RIOT!-- OURS. THIS--RIOT!-- IS MINE. RIOT!--
THIS IS OURS. THIS IS --RIOT!--MINE.”

I stared up at Alex, his fist pumping in a militant, almost hyp-
notic, rhythm. I opened my mouth, rolling my tongue and then--

“ALLEN! HEY--”
Fear struck me like lightning, burning a hole in my heart that 

slowly began to congeal. It was my friend Maria, the first black 
president of the local Campus Activism Coalition chapter, at my 

“We are ANGRY and we WILL 
BE HEARD. WE WILL BE 
ACKNOWLEDGED.”
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vibrations boomed through my ears, and into my heart. My 
fingers curled into fists and my lungs seem to expand.

“PROTECT WHAT IS OURS. PROTECT WHAT IS MINE.”
Blood and adrenaline began to pump waves of nausea. My 

hands uncurled and splayed onto the floor. My lungs collapsed.
This is mine.
I shot off towards the street, digging my sneakers into the 

concrete. .
I...where...need water…An arm shot out to my left and 

grabbed my sweater.
I swung my right arm across my chest, swiveling my left 

side backwards to loosen the assailant’s grip.
“ALLEN!”
My swing carried my chest straight into Maria, pushing 

her back several steps.
“Allen.” Maria’s grip loosened. My eyes moved from her 

face to just past her shoulder.
“Allen?”
Thum-thump...thum-thump...thum-thump...thum-thump...
“Are you okay?”  
I gently tugged my arm from her hands. She was still.
“Where are you going?” Only her heavy breathing followed 

me as I walked away.
I began to run.
Sirens in the distance. It’s quieter, empty. Tears emerged.
I don’t know.

“ARRRGGGGHHHHH!” A single scream sears the air, in-
stantly drawing my attention, causing me to trip over an 
unconscious person and nearly faceplant into the cement 
floor.

Oh, no…Nisha. Edwin’s sister. She was just to his right 
on the ground, tightly gripping the school provost’s left leg, 
whose face contorted and eyes widened as he tried to run 
away.

I shook my head and kept running. Alex was still on the 
megaphone, attempting to restore order, but the crowd had 
spread out into the streets.

“DO NOT HARM ANYONE. ONLY THE STRUCTURES.”
Keep running. Keep running. Why is there a shad-

ow—I lunged into a rightwards dive, my vision swirling un-
til I hit a metal pole.

POOMPH! DOOMPH! THUNK-THUNKTHUNK!
Desks and cabinets sprawled where I had just been, 

papers and staples falling out of the sky. I noticed a crowd 
of students, some standing, some sitting, near the furniture.

They didn’t even bother to move? They were silent...
and it dawned upon me.

“DO NOT CROSS” tape was strewn around them. The 
shape of a body was still imprinted in the brushes where 

he had fallen after his limp figure slipped out of the noose. 
Edwin.

A crowd of people ran towards me, but I was still. My 
blood was still. Someone running by yanked on my shirt, 
but I remained frozen in my stare.

“PROTECT! PROTECT! PROTECT!” The rhythmic 

“DO NOT HARM ANYONE. 
ONLY THE STRUCTURES.”

“PROTECT WHAT IS OURS. 
PROTECT WHAT IS MINE.”

Allen Peng is a graduating senior concentrating in Asian/
Pacific/American studies and Journalism at NYU. He hopes 
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